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and IN-RGY Partnership
Duration timecard with labor-level validation
Features/Benefits
»» Empower employees by allowing them to

quickly record their time against the correct
labor-level entries

»» Reduce data entry errors by automatically
controlling and validating the selected
labor-level entries

»» Achieve full integration by accessing the web

application directly in Workforce Dimensions,
a portal, or your mobile device

»» Enjoy secure access by logging in to your
report using your Kronos credentials; no
information from the Kronos DB is saved
in another location

Every aspect of the Workforce Dimensions™ solution —
the underlying architecture, integration, user experience,
functionality, data access, delivery, and support — is designed
to help you optimize your people. Powered by the industryfirst Kronos D5™ platform, Workforce Dimensions provides a
breakthrough employee experience and an unprecedented level
of operational insight into your workforce management practices.
Whether your goals are to increase productivity, improve
compliance, control labor costs, or achieve better business
outcomes, Kronos® provides the technology tools you need to
manage your workforce of the future, today.
As the enterprise leader in workforce management applications,
Kronos understands the need for strong integrations between
software applications. That’s why we’ve built a robust developer
portal with access to our API layer. The Workforce Dimensions
Technology Partner program is designed to facilitate this
interoperability and drive business results.

IN-RGY delivers high value to Kronos customers by offering 20+ years of experience in workforce management
and Kronos systems solutions. Our knowledge and understanding as service providers and integrators make
us a valuable Kronos partner. In our quest to deliver best-in-class technologies, IN-RGY has created the Labor
In-Sight product to extend the capabilities and functionality of Kronos Workforce Dimensions to deliver fully
integrated and seamless solutions. Our Kronos expertise combined with our 360-degree view of HCM delivery
— from strategy to execution — has helped us build trusted relationships with our customers.

Labor in-sight duration timecard with labor-level validation
This comprehensive web application timecard allows employees to record their time against pay codes. The ultimate benefit
of this solution is to manage the relationship between labor-level entries, thus ensuring that employees are not able to add a
nonrelevant set of values to their time records. This enhanced control assimilates data from employees and better utilizes your
internal resources in time management processing such as correcting timecards.
The labor in-sight duration timecard with labor-level validation, is built on a responsive web design that can be directly accessed
via your Kronos solution from your portal or mobile device. Our web application becomes the employee’s timecard interface
solution and doesn’t require any supplementary installation. Labor In-Sight uses Kronos APIs to read/write data and provides you
with a real-time solution. Single sign-on and cloud-hosted systems are supported as well.
To learn more about our software and our partnership with Kronos, visit www.in-rgy.com/technologie-en/kronos/.
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